Status of the internal orbit after reduction of zygomaticomaxillary complex fractures.
We sought to determine the status of the internal orbit before and after reduction of zygomaticomaxillary complex (ZMC) fractures when treated without internal orbital reconstruction. We conducted a retrospective study of preoperative and postoperative computed tomography (CT) scans in 65 patients with unilateral ZMC fractures who were treated by reduction of the ZMC complex without internal orbital reconstruction. The size and location of the internal orbital defects, orbital soft tissue displacement, and orbital volume were assessed in the preoperative and postoperative CT scans. Reduction in the ZMC fractures was considered ideal in 58 of the 65 patients. Only minor malpositions occurred in the remaining 7 patients. The size of the internal orbital defects increased slightly with ZMC reduction but the internal orbital fractures were realigned, and few had increases in orbital volume or soft tissue sagging into the sinuses. Examination of follow-up CT scans in several patients taken weeks to months later showed that the residual defects became smaller and that none of these patients had an increase in orbital volume or soft tissue sagging. The preoperative CT scan can be used to assess the amount of internal orbital disruption for purposes of developing a treatment plan in patients with ZMC fractures. When there is minimal or no soft tissue herniation and minimal disruption of the internal orbit, ZMC reduction is adequate treatment.